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Medival Castle in Angera 
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Rocca Borromeo of Angera is a XIV century fortified building located on the 

southern shores of Lake Maggiore in Lombardy. It is one of the best preserved 

castles of the Lombardy region. 

 

Along with the Rocca di Arona was one of the main points of strategic control of 

Lake Maggiore in ancient times. 

 

From a military point of view, in fact, lying on a limestone hill 200 meters high, 

dominates not only the southern part of Lake Maggiore, but also has a good view 

of the Alps, and this allowed a control also in case of invasion of transalpine 

enemies.  

 

Rocca Borromeo is particularly known for the Hall of Justice - one of the oldest and 

most important examples of the Western Middle Ages civil topic painting, dated 

back to the end  of  12th century  - and the Doll Museum, unique in Italy and 

among the most prestigious of Europe. 

  

Currently , Rocca Borromeo is the most exclusive location of Lake Maggiore and is 

the place preferred by the European royal families for their most exclusive events 

(wedding of Beatrice Borromeo and Pierre Casiraghi - son of Princess Caroline of 

Monaco) and by the most prestigious business Italian families. And also... Rocca 

Borromeo  is a destination wedding for soccer players and star-system.  
 
Capacity: 300 guests 

Rocca di Angera 
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CONFIGURATION 1  (without extra fee areas) 
 

Rental of the Terrace, the Upper Court, the Justice Room, the Gallery  

and the Historical Rooms (Ceremonies Room, San Carlo Room and Borromeo Hall). 

GOOD WEATHER: 

This package includes aperitif and appetizers on the Panoramic Terrace, dinner in the Room of Justice and party in the Upper Court. 

 

In case of ceremony onsite:  

• Ceremony in the Panoramic Terrace, apetizer in the Upper Court  and dinner in the Room of Justice. 

• Ceremony  in the Room of Justice, aperitif in the Upper Court and dinner in the Panoramic Terrace. 

CEREMONY or APERITIF DINNER APERITIF & DANCING 

Panoramic Terrace Justice Room Upper Court 
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CONFIGURATION 2  (with extra fee areas) 
 GOOD WEATHER: 

 

Sala Dei Fasti 

Sala Cerimonie 

Belvedere for Ceremony Medival Garden for Apetizer 

Panoramic Terrace for Dinner Upper Court for Dancing 
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BAD WEATHER:  

In case of bad weather, you can place ceremony and aperitif in the 3 historical rooms, dinner in the Justice Room and dancing in the Gallery. 

 

Sala Dei Fasti 

Sala Cerimonie 

Historical Rooms Justice Room Gallery 

CONFIGURATION 1  (without extra fee areas) 
 

Rental of the Terrace, the Upper Court, the Justice Room, the Gallery  

and the Historical Rooms (Ceremonies Room, San Carlo Room and Borromeo Hall). 

CEREMONY and/or APERITIF DINNER DANCING 
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Wedding Timing: 

From 6.15 pm until 01.00 am. 

It is not possible to have wedding lunches, only dinner. 

 

It is possible to agree on an extension of the time from 1.00 to 2.00 which is calculated as 10% of the estimate. 

 

It is also possible to further extend the hours from 2.00 to 3.00; this extension is counted as 5% of the budget. 

 

From Monday to Thursday there is a discount of 15% of the quote. 

 

N.B. The standard service hours of the suppliers (catering, music, wp) are standardized with closing at 24.00. You will therefore 
have to agree with them directly an extra-time to cover from  00:00 to 01:00 


